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This publication may not be reproduced or utilised in any form (electronic or
mechanical including printing, photocopying or recording) without permission from
Access Scaffolding Pty Ltd.
Disclaimer Access Scaffolding take no responsibility for any loss or damage resulting from
any inaccuracies or omissions. This document is accurate at time of printing and does not take
responsibility for future changes to government laws, regulations and guidelines. People
working from these documents must adhere to company, site and statutory procedures and
requirements.
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Scaffolding Requirements

1.

A person requires a Certificate of Competency in Basic Scaffolding to erect a
modular scaffold “where persons or objects could fall more than 4.0 metres from
the work platform”. Note: Access Scaffolding provides training and assessment in
Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Scaffolding, National Certificate, Licence to
Perform High Risk Work.

2.

A scaffold must have an internal access ladder and complete edge protection, when
a person or object could fall more than 2 metres from the work platform.
Edge protection consists of a kick board, midrail and guard rail.

3.

An access ladder must extend at least 900mm above the work platform.

4.

A scaffold must have a handrail between 900mm and 1100mm above the work
platform.

5.

There must be a midrail between the work platform and the top handrail.

6.

The kick board must be at least 150mm above the work level.

7.

Castor wheels should have a braking system.

8.

Castor wheel adjustment should not be used to gain extra height, but be used to
level a scaffold on a slightly sloping surface of less than 5 degrees.

9.

When a scaffold is built on an uneven surface, adjustable base plates should be
used for levelling.

10. Soleboards should be used under adjustable base plates to distribute the load of
the scaffold.
11. The minimum size of a soleboard is 500mm long x 225mm wide. They should be a
minimum of 38mm thick in softwood and 32mm thick in hardwood.
12. The maximum distance between a structure and an unprotected platform edge
should be less than 225mm.
13. The maximum height that you may free stand a scaffold is 3 x the least base width
(3xLBW), eg: 3m x 1.3m wide base can free stand to 3.9m high.
14. Extension ladders, step ladders and domestic grade ladders may not be used to
gain access to a scaffold.
15. Scaffolds have 3 safe working loads or duty categories, those being light duty
225kg, medium duty 450kg and heavy duty 675kg.
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An Overview of Requirements
Scaffolding is to be used in accordance with current Australian and New Zealand
Standards, Workplace Health and Safety Advisory Standards, codes of practice and
suppliers information. Scaffolding should be erected in accordance with planned hazard
prevention and control measures including personal protective equipment and
acceptable safe work practice. It is recommended to ensure you have completed a Safe
Work Methods Statement (formerly a JSA – Job Safety Analysis) .
For safe and efficient erection, alteration and dismantling of scaffolding, scaffolders
must:
•

Be able to understand the supplier’s information, general site plans and
specifications for scaffolds. (An ability to make simple calculations of dead load and
live load is often needed.)

•

Have a thorough knowledge of the scaffolding equipment being used.

•

Have a thorough knowledge of the construction methods and design requirements
associated with that equipment.

•

Be able to recongnise common hazards at the work place and be capable of taking
effective precautions to control risks to health and safety arising from these
hazards.

•

Visually inspect scaffolding for faults. Ensure safety and compliance with design and
statutory requirements with codes of practice and guidelines.

•

Have the physical ability needed for scaffolding construction.

•

Be competent in manual lifting techniques.

•

Work safely and confidently at heights.

•

Erect and dismantle scaffolding in the correct sequence in accordance with AS4576
and the suppliers or manufacturers information.

•

Possess a Certificate of Competency in Basic Scaffolding to erect a modular scaffold
where a person or object can fall more than 4.0m in height
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A guide to safe working practices...
including the stability of the erected scaffold

Check for potential hazards such as:
Overhead power and service lines
Underground services
Uneven and/or unstable ground
Trees
The bearing pressure of the supporting
surface
• Other workers and persons

•
•
•
•
•

• Corrosive substances
• Surrounding buildings/structures/vessels/
equipment/vehicular traffic/cranes
• Barricades
• Inadequate lighting
• Hazardous materials
• Dynamic loading such as concrete pump
line or containment sheeting

Scaffold Vicinity
• Has sufficient public protection been provided?
• Have sufficient safeguards against powerlines been provided?
• Is there sufficient control over vehicle movement?
• Is there sufficient control over crane operations?
Supporting Structure
• Is the supporting structure in good condition?
• Does the supporting structure have adequate strength?
• Are there sufficient controls to prevent adverse deterioration of the supporting
structure?
• Are all measures to strengthen the supporting structure adequate?
• Is the risk of the supporting structure being overloaded from other sources adequately controlled?
Soleboards, Adjustable Bases and Castors
• Are there sufficient soleboards?
• Are the soleboards of suitable material and in a serviceable condition?
• Are the soleboards secured?
• Are there sufficient base plates?
• Are the adjustable bases/castors serviceable and of suitable dimension?
• Are the base plates secure?
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Scaffold Structure
Are the frames bearing firmly?
Are the frame uprights plum (or as designed)?
Are the frames level (or as designed)?
Is the bracing installed in accordance with these instructions?
Is the scaffold sufficiently stable?
Are the ties correctly positioned and correctly fixed?
Platforms
Does the scaffold have the required number of working platforms?
Are the working platforms at the required locations?
Are catch platforms correctly positioned?
Are the platform dimensions suitable for the intended work?
Is there adequate edge protection?
Are the platforms correctly placed on the scaffold?
Access and Egress (getting on and off the scaffold)
Is there access and egress to all working platforms?
Are temporary stairways correctly installed?
Are portable ladders of an industrial grade, serviceable and correctly installed?
Are access ways and access platforms correctly installed?
Do ladders extent at least 900mm above the work platform?
Containment Sheeting
Has the scaffold been designed for wind loading or containment sheeting?
Are the fixing ties secured?
Are there any rips or tears?
General Fitness for Purpose
Is there adequate provision for material handling?
Are the clearances between the scaffold and the work face less than 225mm?
Is there adequate protection from falling debris?
Are all approaches and platforms effectively lit (if working in low light areas)?
Mobile Scaffolds
Is the supporting surface hard and flat?
Is the work area free of floor penetrations, power lines and other hazards?
Are the castor wheel locks in working order.
Are the castors locked for the erection process?
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Erection of an Access Scaffolding 440 Series Scaffold
Carry out a risk assessment and check for potential hazards before erecting scaffolding.

Please note that when horizontals are clipped to the standards (vertical component)
they are designed for sideways deflection only and are not load supporting. Therefore,
do not step on these horizontals when climbing into the scaffold. Do not stand on
midrails or guardrails.
Instructions:

Step 1
Lock the brakes on the castor wheels and attach
2 horizontal (yellow) braces to the insides of the
standards (vertical component) above the
bottom rung (horizontal component).

Step 2
Lock the brakes on the castors of the second
base frame and attach the horizontal braces to
the INSIDE of the standards. Use the threaded
spindle to approximately level scaffold.
Always ensure that you understand and you can
comply with the regulations that apply to the
erection and use of scaffolding.
Step 3
Attach a plan (red) brace to the diagonally opposite corners of the base. The suggested position
is above the cup nut, which is below the bottom
transom or rung of the base frame. Plan bracing
is fixed at the base of the scaffold to prevent
twisting when it is being moved.
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Step 4
Install 4 diagonal (silver) braces inside the frame
from the bottom rung to the third rung up (2
spaces). These should be as close as possible to
the outside of the frame. Level the scaffold using
the height adjustment on the castor wheels..
Note: 0.7m wide scaffolds require only 2 diagonal
braces fixed in opposite directions.
Step 5
Add upper frames 1.9m high, 1.4m high and 0.9m
high as required, installing 4 diagonal braces per
lift in 1.3m wide frames and 2 diagonal braces per
lift in 0.7m wide frames. Each brace should be
attached to the top rung of the frame below. For
a scaffold that requires intermediate platforms to
aid erection, fix horizontal braces as handrails
whilst erecting.
The platform height or working height must not
exceed 3 x the least base width on mobile
scaffolds.
Step 6
When required platform height is reached, ensure
2 rung spaces extend beyond the work platform
for handrails. Install platforms. Attach 4 horizontal
(yellow) braces to the inside of the frames as
guardrails and midrails. Install internal access ladders and toeboards ensuring the ladder extends
past platform level (min. 900mm).

IT IS THE OBLIGATION OF THE SCAFFOLD ERECTOR TO
ENSURE HIS/HER OWN SAFETY AT ALL TIMES WHILST
ERECTING/DISMANTLING ANY SCAFFOLD
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Dismantle of a 440 Series Aluminium Scaffolding
Dismantle is the reverse of pages 8 & 9
It is important that the dismantling procedure adopted for any scaffold must mirror the
construction procedure in reverse.
Take the scaffold down in a planned manner, starting at the top and ensuring that
workers have a handrail around them at all times and the structural integrity of the
scaffold system is maintained.
Do not remove ties or braces before you have dismantled the upper working
platforms.
Carefulness, commonsense and caution are factors that cannot be built into
scaffolding. These must be provided by the person(s) erecting, using,
dismantling and maintaining the scaffold.

440 Series Graspers
Access Scaffolding believes scaffolding assembly and dismantle should be quick and easy,
We use a simple spring loaded pin that locks effectively and safely. It is easy to maintain
and to clip on and off.
The Grasper is protected from damage by the heavy-duty reinforced grasper ‘nose’
which absorbs the shock if a brace is dropped.

Access Scaffold 440 Series Grasper
100% Australian Made
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440 Series Outrigger Props
Adjustable Outrigger Props are normally used to increase the base size of a scaffold
when space or obstructions do not permit the use of Extra Wide Base Frames.
Two outrigger props may be used when the scaffold is against a wall or solid structure
and the scaffold platform height does not exceed the wall height. At all other times four
outrigger props should be used (two on each side).
The normal industry accepted rule for mobile scaffolds is that the platform height must
not exceed 3 x the least base width. When outrigger props are used this is included in
the formula, eg: a 1.3m wide scaffold with outrigger props adjusted outwards by 0.7m
can be erected to a 6.0m platform height.
1.3m + 0.7m = 2.0m x 3 = 6.0m to platform
Outriggers must be adjusted to provide firm pressure on the supporting surface and be
positively fixed to the scaffold. Ideally, stand off arms should be horizontal.

Outrigger prop
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440 Series Platforms and Ladders Requirements for Access
Ladder access to a platform is fixed within the frame work of the scaffold with a hinged
trap door in one of the working platforms. The ladders are single industrial grade
ladders and are pitched at an angle of 75 degrees. Note: In Victoria the maximum
distance between ladder landings should not exceed 4 metres. Ladders on mobile
scaffolds need to be clear of the supporting surface.
Access Scaffolding 440 Series Platforms are designed to support 225kg of live load per
individual platform with a maximum of 450kg live load for multiple width
platforms.
A working platform should be the full width of the frames.
Intermediate platforms are generally installed for access purposes only not as working
platforms.
Platforms have a non-skid surface
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Hinged trap door – closed

Hinged trap door – open

Single width platform

Double width platform
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440 Series 3.9m High Scaffold With Outrigger Props
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Tying static scaffolds to supporting structures
Static scaffolds can be built to greater heights than 3 x the least base width when tied
into a suitable supporting structure.
Compatible tube and fittings must be used to construct ties.
Access Scaffold 440 Series Scaffold has an outside tube diameter of 48mm.
Only 90 degree couplers (right angle couplers) should be used to construct ties as they
are loaded rated fittings with a SWL of 630kg (AS1576). All couplers must be designed
to fit a 48mm tubes.
Example of a lip tie

Example of a box tie

Example of a through tie
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Mobile Scaffolds
Access Scaffolding 440 Series scaffold can be fitted with mobile castors. Castor wheels
are non marking neoprene rubber. They have:
•

a cup nut with a locking handle to ensure they do not slide out of the base frame.

•

a colour coded on/off foot brake.

•

450mm of adjustment in the threaded spindle.

•

a large welded hand for ease of height adjustment.

Non marking neoprene
rubber
Cup nut with locking
handle

Colour coded
on/off foot brake
• Never access the scaffold until all the castors are locked to prevent
movement
• Never relocate the scaffold while anyone is on it.
• Only use castors on a hard flat service.
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Maintenance
Plywood used on the platforms is 12mm thick structural grade ply and will withstand
many years of use without any maintenance.
Castor wheels have sealed bearings, which are sealed against dirt and moisture. The
threaded spindles should be fully wound out occasionally, brushed clean and
lightly oiled
Screw jacks should be fully wound out occasionally, brushed clean and lightly oiled.
Brace grasper pins and springs should also be given a few drops of light oil,
particularly if stored in the weather (repair kits are available).
All base frames are fitted with plastic plugs internally on the standards to exclude
dirt, plaster, etc from interfering with the free turning of the castor. Base frames
should be turned upside down and tapped on the ground whenever a build up of
foreign material occurs.
Couplers and accessories should be maintained so that they can be used as
intended, for example: nuts should be free running and swivels should turn freely.
Avoid excessive oil, grease or paint, which can cause a coupler or accessory to
slip.
Do not apply uncontrolled heat to couplers or accessories.
When to discard a component
•
•
•
•

If a platform hook becomes closed or extended in any way it should be discarded.
If a grasper becomes closed or extended in any way for any reason it should be
discarded.
If a coupler is cracked it should be discarded
Whilst mild denting or bowing of tube components may be straightened, if the
component is creased, it should be discarded.

Corrosion All aluminium scaffolds should be stored away from corrosive substances.
Any aluminium scaffold that has been subjected to chemical attack should be
inspected before use by an authorised person.
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Safety Directive

ATTENTION:

ALL ACCESS ALUMINIUM SCAFFOLDING
CUSTOMERS

Please note that when horizontals are clipped to standards (vertical component) they
are designed for sideways deflection only and are not load supporting.
Do not step on these horizontals when climbing into the scaffold.
Please do not stand on midrails or guardrails.
Misuse by dropping from height or throwing onto the back of vehicles, for example, can
damage the ends of graspers. Fitting should be regularly inspected and any damaged
fittings should be replaced.
Further, if the grasper becomes closed or extended in any way for any reason it is to
be discarded.

It is the obligation of the scaffold erector to inspect all scaffolding
components for serviceability and to ensure they are serviceable before
they are used in a scaffold
Any unserviceable components are to be discarded, replaced or returned to
the supplier.

Proximity to Powerlines
Ensure your correctly erected scaffold is no closer than 4.6m horizontally and 5m vertically to live electrical powerlines. The 5m vertical distance is from the guardrail.
Ensure insulation on live electric powerlines extends a minimum of 5m past each end of
the scaffold.
For further information contact your local supply authority or the office of electrical
safety for Victoria. www.oes.vic.gov.au
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Glossary of Terms

Access Platform – is a platform that provides access for person, or persons and
materials to or from places of work.
Base Frame – houses the castors or adjustable bases (screw jacks) and forms the
base of the scaffold.
Brace – is a component fixed diagonally or horizontally between frames of the scaffold
to provide rigidity to the scaffold
Castor – is a swiveling wheel attached to the lower end of a standard, for the purpose
of supporting and moving a scaffold and has a threaded spindle for height
adjustment
Corrosion – occurs when the scaffold or any part thereof remains in contact with acid
or alkaline materials over an extended period.
Diagonal Brace – has silver coloured graspers and provides diagonal bracing between
the frames.
Doorway Scaffold – 0.7m wide frame for use in narrow areas.
Frame Scaffold – is a scaffold assembled from prefabricated frames, braces and
accessories.
Fully Decked – the scaffold has all the platforms in place.
Grasper – (frame scaffold) is the end part of the aluminium brace, which allows it to
be fixed to either the rung or standards of the frame.
Guardrail – is a structural component to prevent persons from falling off any
platform, walkway, stairway or landing.
Horizontal Brace – yellow coloured grasper and provides correct spacing at base of
scaffold and acts as handrails on the work level.
Lift – is the distance between ledgers or work platforms required to keep the
integrity, strength and rigidity of the scaffold
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Loading – is the working load limit of the scaffold and is subject to a formula. Maximum
duty live load is:
Light Duty 225kg
Medium Duty 450kg
Heavy Duty 675kg
Live Load is the weight distributed to each of the scaffold standards. To obtain the
live load, divide the duty of the scaffold (light, medium or heavy duty) by 3, and
then multiply the answer by the number of working bays attached to that standard.
Dead Load is the self-weight of the standards plus part weight of all connecting
components.
Size of Sole Board – length in metres.
Dead Load + Live Load divided by bearing pressure in kg divided by width of
soleboard in metres = length in metres.
Midrail – a safety rail located halfway between a work platform and the top railing
running parallel with the work platform
Mobile Scaffolding – an independent, freestanding scaffold that is mounted on castors.
One Rung Brace – green coloured grasper and provides diagonal bracing for the
handrail upper frames. Does not interfere with toeboard assembly.
Outrigger – is an inclined load-bearing component that is attached to the standard part
of the frame to increase the size of the base to enable the scaffold to be increased
in height.
Plan Brace – a brace placed at the base of the frame that lies horizontally and braces
the scaffold diagonally.
Risk Management – is a process consisting of well defined steps which when taken in
sequence, support better decision making by contributing to a greater insight into
risk and its impact. It is as much about identifying opportunities as it is about
avoiding risks. Refer Appendix A-AS/NZS 4360:1999 Risk Management.
Soleboard – is a componenet used to distribute a load through a base plate to the
ground or other supporting structure.
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Tie – is a component or assembly of components used to tie a scaffold to a supporting
structure.
Toeboard – a scaffold plank or purpose designed component fixed on edge/at the
edge of the platform, to prevent material falling from the platform.
Upper Frame – sits on top of the base frame with the spigots pointing down.
Available in 0.9m, 1.4m and 1.9m modules.
Working Platform – is a platform that is intended to support persons, materials and
equipment.
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Quality Assurance

Access Scaffolding’s 440 Series Prefabricated Scaffolding is designed, manufactured and
tested in compliance with Australian Standards AS1576. The aluminium used in
manufacturing the scaffold also complies with AS1576. Refer to Attachment A
The 440 Series is WorkSafe approved and has the following Plant Registration
Numbers:
•

Victoria – V1003127 (700mm wide) & V1003128 (1300mm wide) Refer to
Attachment B

•

South Australia – SD-20101587-1 (700mm wide) & SD-200101588-1 (1300 wide)
Refer to Attachment C

NOTE: Plant Registration Applications have been made for both Tasmania and Queensland
The castor wheels used have been tested to Australian Standard 1576.2, Appendix H.
Refer to Attachment D
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ATTACHMENTS
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Attachment A – Engineers Certificate
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Attachment B – Victorian Plant Registration
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Attachment C – South Australian Plant Registration
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Attachment D – Castor Wheel Laboratory Report
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1300 133 922
www.accessscaffolds.com.au
andrea.logan@accessscaffolds.com.au
Administration Office – Accounts
64 Garnsworthy Street, Springvale Vic 3171
P: (03) 9547 8886 F: (03) 9547 8889
Dandenong Branch – Hire & Sales
3, 5 Berends Drive, Dandenong Vic 3175
P: (03) 9706 6790 F: (03) 9706 6733
Pakenham Branch – Manufacturing
4, 22-26 Bald Hills Road, Pakenham Vic 3805
P: 0438 440 517
Geelong Branch – Hire & Sales
48 Denbigh Street, Moolap Vic 3221
P: (03) 5248 8087 F: (03) 5248 7519
Adelaide Branch – Hire & Sales
20 Starr Avenue, Plympton Nth SA 5037
P: (08) 8394 6000 F: (08) 8295 1054
Tasmanian Branch – Hire & Sales
5 / 16-18 Goodman Court
Invermay, Launceston TAS 7248
P: (03) 63267 315 F: (03) 63269 846

